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Abstract

The detriment, due to ionizing irradiation, ascribable to infants and children may be as high as three times that to
adults. Recent interest in dose reduction, in part associated with the advent of the Diamentor dose-area product
meter has led to several studies reporting average dose-area products at a number of centres for micturating
cystourethrograms (MCUGS) and other radiological examinations. In this review the data has been further
processed to yield the ICRP 60 Equivalent Doses and a detriment factor applied to yield the numbers of infants
and children likely to suffer detriment in future life as a result of having undergone the procedure at the
centres reviewed.

1. Introduction

The ICRP Publication 60 [1] recognizes that the detriment which people might incur from
irradiation needs to be in line with the other risks in life that people are willing to accept.
Partly as a result of this and better knowledge concerning the detriment imposed by irradiation
the ICRP reduced its recommended limits for exposure to radiation. Amongst other things it
re-defines various quantities so as to make predictions of the outcomes of irradiation easier to
quantify and understand. An initiative of the Commission of European Communities [2]
inspired an interest in the assembling of data on paediatric radiology, there being a paucity of
that in the literature.

The use of Monte Carlo methods for studying radiation transport and energy deposition when
coupled with mathematical models of the human anatomy has enabled the calculation of
tables of organ doses normalized to Entrance Surface Doses and separately to Dose-area
Products for a set of standard radiographic projections. Such tables have been published by
Hart, Jones & Wall at the NRPB [3] for adult radiology, computed tomography and paediatric
radiology. Computer software (CHILDOSE) has been published by J Le Heron ar the NRL [4]
which utilizes these tables and specific input parameters such as the filtration, kVp and either
entrance surface-dose or dose-area product to make dose calculations. It enables the user to
choose the standard examination required and calculates the doses to all organs (of both
genders) and the Equivalent Dose (E D) to the child as a whole. In certain instances the actual
examination may only be able to be approximated by one of the standard projections or may
be somewhere between two of them. When fluoroscopy is involved covering several organs
such as the genito-urinary tract practical experience shows that up to three of the standard
examinations may have to be calculated to give a good indication of the contributions to the
Effective Dose.

The detriment, a human being may suffer as a result of irradiation, may be no harm, the
induction of a non fatal cancer, the induction of a fatal cancer and/or gonadal damage
resulting in genetically deficient offspring. The susceptibility of adults to suffering such
detriment (including the loss of lifestyle effected by cancers and genetic defects) may be
broadly desribed by detriment factors of 5%/SV of dose for fatal cancers, 1%/SV of dose for
non fatal cancers and 1.3%/SV of dose for genetic effects in offspring. (ICRP 60 Sect 97 [1]).
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The susceptibility of children to suffering the detrimental effects of radiation is considerably
greater than that for adults, but decreases exponentially into adult-hood. For those aged under
10 years of age the 'multiplicative' model of susceptibility suggests that the susceptibility of
children receiving low doses of radiation leading to fatal cancers later in life is approximately
3 times that of adults - that is about 15%/SV. (ICRP 60 [1] Fig. C-5 Annex C.7). Assuming
that the same factor of 3 may be applied to the other two much smaller contributions to
detriment the factors would be 15%/Sv of dose, 3%/Sv of dose and 4%/Sv of dose for fatal,
non-fatal and hereditary effects respectively - a total of 22%/Sv of dose. This assumption is
probably the most reasonable that can be made at this time as not sufficient time has elapsed
for the 'under 10 years of age' Japanese atomic bomb survivors to have completed their life
span for the relevant statistics to have been compiled. Those such survivors presently alive
would be between 55 and 65 years of age.

The detriment (D) is calculated b5' firstly calculating the Effective Dose (ED) and then
multiplying that by the detriment factor (f) which may be styled

D = ED.f

The figure of'22%/SV of dose would seem to be a reasonable upper bound in this instance. The
'multiplicative' model is much more conservative than the 'additive' model - predicting higher
susceptibilities to radiation detriment for children than the additive model.

2. Method

Review papers from the period 1994 - 1996 were chosen where there was suitable data on
micturating cystourethrograms presented. Additional data has been collected in Venezuela
during 2000.

The tables of NRPB SR279 and the software published by the New Zealand National
Radiation Laboratory (NRL) were used to make a series of calculations of the average
Equivalent Doses using the average dose information and radiological settings from the
selected studies.

CHILDOSE has options to calculate doses for a child at birth, 1 year, 5, 10 and 15 years of
age. As the data reported in the selected literature is given as an average for the periods 0 -12
months, calculations of the Effective Dose at birth and 1 year may be calculated along with
the values of their arithmetic mean (denoted by - 6 m (months)). The filtration in one of the
reported studies is 3.1 mm Al. whereas the remainder do not report the filtration used. In such
instances 2.5 mm Al is used in the calculations for this report.

An MCUG examination of an individual patient generally comprises two parts - a
fluoroscopic part and an X-ray part where 3 - 6 exposures are taken. Quite a variety of
diagnostic regimens are followed leading to a range of results varying by an order of
magnitude. Generally the kVp is around 65 but in some instances it is around 90. The average
dose-area products are generally reported, in the papers, separately for the fluorography and
the films (and these may have been made at different kVp's) so the calculations of dose are
done separately and the results summed.
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Table 1. Effective Doses and Detriment Calculated for a Range of Reported Surveys of Radiological Practice, relating to
Abdominal and Pelvic Projections Typical of those for Paediatric MCUG Examinations

Year

of
Publ.

1993

1994

Author

Abbrev

DLE

MFSM

Film

mm
Al

3.1

3.0

kVp

Flu.

60

70

kVp

Film

60

70

Aberdeen, Scotland

Aberdeen, Scotland

Newcastle, England

Newcastle, England

Madrid I

Madrid I

Madrid 11

ESD

Flu
mGy

0.77

ESD

Film
mGy

1.41

Diam.

Flu
cGycm2

17

0.12

Diam.

Film
cGycm2

3.6

1

AP view

MCUG

Abdomen

Abdomen

Pelvis

Abdomen

Pelvis

Abdomen

Pelvis

Abdomen

CHILDOSE Calculation

Effective Dose in mSv

0-1
yrs

0.5

0.4

2-5 years

0.13

0.8

0.07

0.14

0.11

0.21

0.3

0.43

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Detriment

0.22/Sv

6-10 years

0.12

0.08

-

0.29

0.26

0.47

1

1

-

1

1

2

11-15 years of age

0.13

0.09

0.13

0.17

0.23

0.29

0.37

lperlO.OOO

1 perl 0,000

1 perl 0,000

lperlO.OOO

lperl0,000

1 perl 0,000

lperlO.OOO

lperlO.OOO

lperlO.OOO



Table 1. (cont.)

Madrid II

1995 GVR 3.1 85 55

Centre I Madrid Comm. Hospital

Centre II Madrid Paediatric Hospital

1996 RVFG 3.1 60 65

Centre I - Madrid Community Hospital

Centre II 3.1 80 100

Centre II - Madrid Paediatric Hospital

Centre III 3.1 65 70

Centre III - Madrid General Hospital

Centre III - Madrid General Hospital

116

117

57

10

165

57

2000 JM de los Rios Paediatric Hospital Caracas

2000 JM de los Rios Paediatric Hospital Caracas

20 238

Pelvis

Abdomen

Pelvis

MCUG

Abdomen

Pelvis

MCUG

Abdomen

Pelvis

MCUG

Abdomen

Pelvis

MCUG

MCUG

MCUG

3.7

4.1

1.9

2.1

5.4

5.9

1.9

2.0

1.3

0.188

2.7

1.4

6.8

1.2

0.7

1

7

4

16

3

2

0.34

3.5

1.95

4.4

4.4

2.1

0.8

1

8

5

10

10

5

2

-

4

2.74

4.6

4.6

1.9

0.9

-

9perl 0,000

9perl0,000

10perl0,000

4perl 0,000

4perl 0,000

7perl 0,000

12'perlO,000

14perl0,000

llperlO,OOO

5perl 0,000

5perl 0,000

5perl0,000

3 per 10,000

2 per 10,000

*Film and fluorographic values are not given separately, just the total is given and that is the value in the Flu column.

Notes to assist in interpreting Table 1

Columns headed Det. Contain the same information as the rightOmost colmn of the table (the values are rates per 10,000).

For 0-1 years of age the CHILDOSE calculations have been done for both abdominal and pelvic projections. Constraints on the paper length prevent
inclusion of the kVp, ESD and/or Dose Area products for the Age ranges 2 - 5, 6 - 10 and 11-15 .
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3. Results and discussion

The radiological parameters and results of the calculations are presented in Table 1. They have
been arranged in order of publication.

The Author Abbreviations refer to the publications as follows - DLE- Evans [5], MFSM -
Martin, Farquhar, Stockdale & MacDonald [6], GVR - Gonzalez, Vano & Ruiz [7], KFCPB -
Kyriou, Fitzgerald, Pettett, Cook & Pablot [8]. RVGF - Ruiz, Vano, Gonzalez & Fernandez
[9]. The meanings of the Centre's I, II, and III Cl, C2, G3 and G4 are as defined in the papers
to which they apply.

The standard radiological examinations dealt with by CHILDOSE do not include the MCUG
so calculations have been made of the organs doses for the two projections Abdomen and
Pelvis. The Abdomen does not include the testes whereas the Pelvis does. Which is the most
realistic representation is hard to decide but the results do not differ greatly. Readers must
pass their own judgement on this matter.

The values of the Effective Dose (E D) are those calculated by CHILDOSE using the NPRB
tables. Method 1 [4].

The detriment D is calculated as 22%/Sv.ED where for the purposes of these calculations 1
mSv = 1 mGy and is expressed in the form n per 10,000. This means that n infants of every
10,000 undergoing this diagnostic procedure at the relevant institution at the time to which the
survey data pertains or having an examination using the same or similar radiological
parameters would incur a radiological induced detriment. For 15/22 of those incurring the
(non-zero) detriment the detriment would be a fatal cancer some time later in life, for 3/22 of
them the detriment would be a non-fatal cancer later in life and for 4/22 of them the detriment
would be inheritance of a genetic defect by their offspring.

Examination of Table 1 shows that there are widely varying practices with accompanying
disparate detriment.

5. Conclusions

There is significant variation in the detriment being suffered by infants and children having
MCUG examinations at different centres around the world. The average Effective Doses
calculated corresponding to the average parameters used in the calculations range from 0.5 -
7.1 mSv. The range of actual Effective Doses will of course be even wider. If the method were
to be compared with some other modality the diagnostic information yield obtainable from
each modality would have to be carefully compared particularly in relation to specificity and
efficacy. The availability of detriment information certainly makes it easier to quantify the
relative risks of various procedures in order to make informed decisions about them.
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